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A scientific Senior Prom wows students
by Hayley Knowlton
People Editor

 At LGHS’ 2018 Senior Prom on May 19, every person in attendance 
felt like a star. With a classic Hollywood theme, this year’s prom was 
both fabulous and elegant. The event took place at the Tech Museum 
in San Jose, a first for LGHS. Luckily, the new venue was a hit, and 
guests enjoyed exploring the exhibits in classy attire.

After stepping out of their limousines and entering the museum, 
students walked down a red carpet with cardboard “paparazzi” flashing 
their cameras on either side, providing the ultimate sense of glamor. 
The Tech Museum served both dinner of chicken and potatoes and 
dessert to guests. Mini cheesecakes, brownies, warm donut holes, and 
pastries drew guests to the dessert table from all over the museum. 
After filling up on the delicious food, guests made their way to the 
rest of the museum.

The possibilities of places to explore and things to do in the Tech 
Museum were seemingly endless. Students had the choice either to 
walk through exhibits and partake in various activities, or show off 
their moves on the dance floor; most did both throughout the night. 
The most popular exhibit at the museum was the earthquake simula-
tor; guests lined up in eager anticipation to feel the ground shake 
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SUITING UP WITH THE BOYS: Senior friends come together and have some pre-prom fun before picking up their dates and heading to the Tech Museum to enjoy the party.

BLOSSOMING BEAUTY: Darcey Simpson-Bint pins a boutonniere on Tyler Williams.
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 -U.S. embassy opening in Jerusalem leads to 
Palestinian protests
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Culture

intensely beneath them. People also enjoyed building their very own 
robot, experimenting with color, and sitting in a moving chair that 
made it seem like they were moving through outer space. Of course, 
most guests spent time on the dance floor. The room was equipped 
with flashing lights, a DJ, and a massive banner reading “LGHS Senior 
Prom 2018.” People in this room danced the night away to a variety of 
songs, laughing and having fun with their friends and dates. 
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COLOR GRADIENT: Senior girls line up by color, displaying their dresses as a rainbow.

Scan the QR code to 
read Austin Yung and 
Shannon Enriquez’s 
recap of Taylor Swift’s 
concert, featuring Charli 
XCX and Camila Cabello
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DOUBLE DATE: Senior couples meet at a house for pictures before they head to prom.

BLACK TIE: Seniors Gabby Alarcon and Jared Willebeek-LeMair dress to impress at prom.
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Senior class president Binat Gousinov shared her opinions of the 
dance after planning it, explaining that she thought it went very 
well. “We had a large turnout, and everyone seemed to be enjoying 
themselves,” she commented. “The museum provided an outlet for 
people who did not just want to dance the whole time, which I think 
was a nice addition to the prom experience.” Gousinov believes that 
the hard work she put into planning the event definitely paid off, and 
she is very happy with the positive result. She even said that if she 
could do it again, she would.

Senior Prom this year proved to be a major success, and those who 
attended had a great time dancing and walking through fun exhibits. 
Though some were unsure of how the event would turn out at this new 
venue, it turned out to be memorable and fun.
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